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K.Andrzejewski, T.Kulikowska.- Application of WIM5D-4 for "Maria" Reactor
Lattice Calculations

A general description of the WIM3D-4 lattice code is given with the
emphasis on available geometrical models. The difficulties encountered
while modelling reactor lattices with the tubular type fuel elements are
explained. Then the analysis of code options allowing to overcome these
difficulties is carried out. Eventually, recommendations of options arid
input parameters for calculations of MARIA reactor lattice with
satisfactory accuracy are given. During the work a set of modifications
had to be introduced leading to a new code version called WIKS-S.
Another version, under the name WIM3-T has been developed to allow for
bumup calculations of the MARIA reactor lattice with improved resonance
approach.

K.Andrzejewski, T.Kulikowska; Zastosowanie kodu WIMSD-4 do obliczeń siatki
reaktora "Maria"

W pracy podano skrócony opis podstawowych cech kodu widmowego
WIM3D-4. Przeprowadzono analizą trudności występujących przy
zastosowaniu tego kodu do obliczeń siatek reaktorowych z rurowymi
elementami paliwowymi typu MR. Opracowano propozycją zestawu opcji i
parametrów wejściowych prowadzących do wyników o wymaganym dla
zastosowań praktyczitych stopniu dokładności. W trakcie pracy wykonano
szereg modyfikacji eliminujących bł^dy zauważone w trakcie jego
zastosowań dla reaktora MARIA i ułatwia ją cych jego użytkowanie. Kowa
wersja kodu na MC CONVEX nosi nazwą WIMS-S. Niezależnie opracowano
wersją kodu o nazwie WIMS-T, która umożliwia prowadzenie obliczeń
wypaleniowyeh siatki reaktora MARIA z poprawionym podejściem do obliczeń
rezonansowych dla paliwa rurowego.

К.Анджзевски, Т.Куликовска; Применение программы WIMSD-4
для расчёта решётки реактора "MARIA"

В отчёте дается краткое описание программ» WIMSD-4 ДЛЯ

спектральных расчётов реакторных решёток. Проведен анализ
трудностей встречаемых при расчётах решёток с трубчатым
топливом. На его основании представлен набор опции и вход-
ных параметров расчёта рекомендиюован при расчётах решёт-
ки реактора MARIA . в ходе работы ппзлан ряд необходимых
модификации программы ведущий к новой её версии-WIMS-S.Не-
зависимо разработано версию программы,WIMS-T.B которой при-
бавлен расчет резонзнсов для трубчатого топлива по улуч-
шонному алгорифму, паже в ходе расчётов выгорания.



i . INTRODUCTION

The WIMS code [1] has been used for lattice calculations of the
MARIA reactor for many years, first in its old version S-WIMS [2) and
presently in the version WIMSD-4 [3], currently distributed by NEA Data
Batik.

The new version, equipped with additional options, some of them
developed by the code user's [4], created a possibility of a fairly
realistic representation of the MARIA reactor lattice. The first
calculations of the MARIA lattice using WIMSD-4 are due to M. Nasr [5,
G, 7 ]. The present t̂ ests have been performed using an updated version of
WIMSD-4, named WIMS-S. This version has been produced to remove errors
encountered during adaptation to CONVEX FORTRAN, to supply additional
error detection information and to extend the capabilities of the code.
The list of modifications is given in the Appendix A.

The difficulties with application of WIM3D-4 for the MARIA fuel
element consist in the fact that WIMSD-4 has been developed for pin or
plate types of the fuel, while the MR-6 fuel used in the MARIA reactor
core consists of G concentric tubes. The main features of the WIMS code
relevant to its application for the tubular fuel are recalled in Chapter
2. In Chapter 3 the numerical results are given showing the errors in
the main physical parameters of the MARIA lattice intixsduced by the
lattice modelling with WIMSD-4. The choice of calculational options and
parameters necessary for correct modelling of the MARIA fuel lattice is
discussed in Chapter 4, where the previous results [5] are also taken
into account. Chapter 5 summarizes the conclusions, giving the
recommendations on the choice of options in WIMSD-4 calculations, which
would ensure a proper utilization of the code for MARIA reactor lattice
analysis.



2. BASIC MODELS APPLIED IN THE WIMS CODE

Tlie solution of the transport equation in the WIM3 code is obtained
in steps, referred to as levels, in which the energy treatment gets
simplified and spatial representation becomes more sophisticated. The
general scheme of the WIMS code is presented in Fig.l where on the left
hand side the input data needed at each step are presented and on the
right hand side the data transferred between the levels of the code aî e
given.

At the first level of calculations a representative 3 or 4 region
elementary cell is treated whose horizontal ci*oss section for a
cylindrical case is given in Fig 2. At this level the calculations are
performed in the number of groups in which the library of microscopic
data is prepared. The currently used WIMSD-4 libraries have G9 groups.
In the following the level 1 calculations will be referred to as
"multigroup" to keep consistency with the previous WIMS descriptions.

The composition and radii of the representative cell are defined in
the input data. On MATERIAL cards the user has to group the materials
present in the lattice considered into the four cathegories: - fuel
(index 1)

- cladding (index 2)
- coolant (index 3)
- moderator (index 4) - optional, not allowed in

slab geometry.

All the materials with index 1 are mixed together by the code and
assumed to be in the centre of the cylinder of a radius defined through
the third entry on ANNULUS arid RODSUB input cards. In ease of RODSUB
data, corresponding to specification of an array of fuel elements, the
volume of a rod is obtained as a sum of all the fuel material present in
the system divided by the number of rods specified on the ARRAY cards.
The analogous algorithm is applied to indices 2 through 4.

In WIMSD-4 there exists a possibility of applying negative indices
on the MATERIAL card. A material with a negative index does not enter
the representative elementary cell and thus, does not influence the
first level of WIMS calculations.

The macroscopic multigroup cross sections, i.e. multigroup
equations coefficients, can be obtained directly from the number
densities (specified in the input by the code user) and library
multigroup microscopic cross sections. The isotopes with resonances are
an exception where a special treatment is needed.

The treatment of resonances has a crucial influence on the
quality of cross sections and, hence, multigroup spectra calculated
by the code. In WIMS the Cohen - Goldstein intermediate resonance
approximation (IR) is used leading to the following expression for
the resonance integral taken over the energy interval Д£" :



CASE DATA TYPE OF REACTOR INFORMATION TRANSFERRED
CALCULATIONS FROM THE PREVIOUS STEP

Geometry- & composition
of materials with Indices >0

69 group
library

L E V E L 1

Calculation of the basic
el.cell In 69 groups

Detailed geometry
& composition of
a supercell

Multlgroup ó & к
Fewgroup
X-sectlons

for materials

E V E L 2

Few-group calculation
In detailed geometry

Buckling
treatment

Few-group macro
X-sectlons

- - L E V E L 3 —

Leakage Correction

L E V E L 4

Burnup step I Few & 2 group macro
^X-seetions, к , к

Few group ф
к

BURNUP calculations

Fig 1 . Simplified diagram of WIMS calculations.
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Fig 2. Structure of representative elementary cells.
С a) cylindrical, Cb) slab,
fuel - index 1, can - index 2, coolant - index 3,
moderator - index 4 Coptional).
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where:
а . - the potential scattering cross section (л - resonance absorber.
P

M - moderator admixed to the fuel),
a - the cross section of type x in fuel with admixed moderator

(a - absorption, в - scattering),

X - a Cohen - Goldstein constant.

The WIMS library contains resonance integrals for a mixture of a
resonance absorber with hydrogen (X=l). These resonance integrals are
tabulated as functions of potential scattering per absorber atom, &p,
but in the form

a = Xc + <N /N) с (2)
b p H pH

corresponding to various values of number densities of hydrogen N and
H

resonance isotope, N. To get a resonance integral for the material with
an arbitrary isotopic composition an equivalent potential scattering per
absorber atom is obtained:

a. - Tm/N) \.o . (3)
b £. i i pi

with i denoting each isotope present in the material.
The values of X are given in the library for all resonance isotopes

in each resonance group. The library includes the resonance tabulation
for the few chosen temperatures and an interpolation is performed by the
code to take into account the Doppler effect.

In this way the resonance integrals for a homogeneous mixture are
obtained. But the real reactor system is heterogeneous arid to define
properly resonance integrals for such a system WIMS uses the approach
based on:

- the equivalence theorem,
- the collision probability method.

The equivalence principle consists in replacement of a
heterogeneous problem by an equivalent homogeneous one. In WIMS, for the
purpose of calculating resonancce integrals, the heterogeneous case is
considered as equivalent to a linear combination of homogeneous cases.
To do that a set of parameters has to be determined. Of these, the most
important for the user are Bell and Dancoff factors as they can be
either calculated in the code, or supplied by the user through the input
cards BELL and DANCOFF. In WIM3D4 the Carlvik subroutine DASQUE [8] has



been introduced to improve the Dancoff factor calculations with a
modification to take account of fuel cans. It is executed if the REGULAR
card is supplied in WIMSD-4 input. It should be remembered that the
REGULAR option leads to erroneous results if applied for plate fuel.

In the case of supercell calculations (the CLUSTER option) WIMS
algorithm assumes full isolation of the system defined in input. It
means that the Danooff factor of the supercell is calculated under both
default and REGULAR option with the assumption of the lack of outer
neighbours for the outermost ring (or plates) of fuel rods (plates). The
effect of such approach on calculated k-infinity values can be strong in
some cases and the user has to take special precautions during input
preparation. One of the possibilities is to use input Dancoff and Bell
factors calculated in a separate WIMSD-4 run or by other auxiliary
programs.

The general expression for the resonance integral' of a cluster
composed of N rods with M rods in the outer ring is

К . ( Iw •/*> = (1-/5)" Ł icr+a/1) +/9-I {»+«•«/!) (4)he I hom hom b hom b

where
а - potential scattering cross section in the fuel region,
b

a - Bell factor,
i - mean chord length of the fuel region,

ot, (i - functions of Dancoff factors for inner and outer pin (plates),
defined in Appendix B,

M - number of fuel pins in the outer ring,
H - total number of fuel pins (plates) in the cluster.

For the outer ring of rods (plates):

ICl =l£ Ł n •Sjcif1 - Ó (5)
out hl К ht ht

where:

"pin" and "cl" - pin-cell and cluster indices

"hom" and "h*t" refer to resonance integrals for

homogeneous and heterogeneous systems.

Equation (4) is the so called "equivalence principle" stating that

the resonance integral of a heterogeneous medium is a linear combination

of two resonance integrals of suitably chosen homogeneous media. The

arguments of the latter are functions of the Dancoff and Bell factors.

The material (& ) and geometrical (i, a, ft) fuel rod (plate)
b

characteristics can be distinguished in Eq.(4). It should be emphasized,

that the geometrical term, called also escape cross section, is a

dominant part of the resulting argument of the resonance integral.

Hence, the proper determination of the fuel lattice geometry has a

strong influence on microscopic cross sections in the resonance energy



region. It should be recalled that the escape cross section can be
determined in WIM3 only for a pin cell with configurations given in
Figs.2.

The multigroup equations for the pin cell given in Figs. 2a or
2b are expressed in the matrix notation:

$ = РФ
Ф = Q § + \F (G)

or

*1 = ° p] 4
Ф J Q oj Ф J

(7)

where:

- Ф and Ф are column flux and emission rate vectors of N*G
elements (i=l...N -region index, g=l...G - group index),

- P is a probability block diagonal matrix with block
matrices P^ defining the probabilities inside each group g,

- C i s a scattering matrix of (NG)*(NG) elements,
- F - a fission vector,
- \ - an eigenvalue.

The set of Eqs.(7) is solved by an inner-outer iteration procedure
[9].The inner iterations are based on an over-relaxation technique. The
solution is carried out explicitly for fuel and coolant regions with a
special correction applied to get the solution in the can region.

The bulk moderator region is treated by an approximate technique
based on the diffusion theory (see e.g. Ref.10). For that purpose in
Ref.10 a separate balance equation is built for the moderator region and
current-coupled to the outer boundary of the system for which the basic
transport equations are solved.

If absorption in moderator (M) can be neglected (tins assumpion is
generally valid) then the following relations for the currents hold in
the moderator region:

J = J - J = Q (8)
n*t in out M
J = J (1-p ) + > (Z У.ф. + Q )p (9)
out \r\ N L ei l v i IN

i

leading to

J = Q /p + (1/p ) Л (Z .V.0.P + Q p )j (10)
in M N N k. Bl i iiN i IN J

where p denotes the total collision probability on entry to the
N

moderator region. Q is a total source in region i, the index i denoting
i

respectively fuel, canning and coolant, and Л/being the moderator index.



After the fluxes in the main regions i = 1...N = 3 have been found
from Eqs.(7), the net current J-net obtained from Eqs. (8-10) is used to
find the average flux in the moderator. This can be done using the
diffusion boundary condition at the internal boundary of the moderator r
= r :

N

J = 2rr D |£ < r ,E ) (11)
net N M dr N

where the flux derivative is taken at the inner moderator boundary r ,

and D is the diffusion coefficient of the moderator.
M

In the next step a one group asymptotic diffusion theory formula is
used, generalized by Schaefer and Tretiakoff, to an energy dependent
case [10]:

2 2 2

дф{в.,Е) . b r r - а ч
0<r,E) = 0(a,E)+a \ In (12)

dr U 2 - a 2 a 2(b2-a2) J

where a=r , ter are boundaries of the diffusion region.
N M

Integrating Eq.(12) across the moderator, dividing by the moderator
volume and using Eq.(lO) we get the mean flux in the moderator region:

(13)
м I N __ ir net-i

włiere ф -

у ln(y) 3y -1 r

h(y) = — - ; У = p

M (14)
2(y -1) 4(y -1) N

The current is eliminated using Eqs. (9-10) coupled with the
solutions in the fuel r-egion. That way the formula is obtained yielding
the mean flux in tlie moderator as a function of the solution for
internal regions.

The solution is printed as preliminary k-infinity and multigroup
flux values for the 3 or 4 representative regions. The multigroup flux
is then used to obtain the condensed macroscopic cross-sections for all
materials. The materials with negative indices are averaged over the
spectrum calculated for the absolute value of their indices.

Thus, the results of tlie first level of calculations, referred to
usually as multigroup calculations consist of

- multigroup fluxes for 3 or 4 regions of a representative
cell

- к for the x4epresentative elementary cell
00

- few-group macroscopic cix»ss sections of all materials.



In the second level of WIMS calculations the neutron transport
equation is solved once more but in the full geometry described by the
user on input cards, in "few groups" specified by the FEWGROUP input
card. This level is referred to in the WIMS literature as "the main
transport routine".

The few-group cross sections for the transport calculations at
level 2 are obtained using spectra calculated at level 1. The spatial
model applied as well as the method of solution, can be this time chosen
by the user.

The four available geometry models are:
- pin cell representing an infinite lattice of identical cells,
- cluster representing fuel assembly or a supercell with smeared
annular regions,

- cluster representing a fuel assembly or a supercell but with
explicit twodimensional transport solution in (r,£) geometry,

- PRIZE - the (r-z) calculations introducing a possibility of taking
into account an axial nonuniformity of the fuel rod in pin cell
calculations.
Two available numerical methods are:

- DSN - W1M3 version of cylindrical/slab S„ -
N

applicable for pin cell and cluster with
smeared regions,

- PERSEUS - first flight collision probability -
applicable to all 4 spatial models.

An infinite lattice of identical fuel cells is treated in VIMS by
the so called "pin cell" model defined by the CELL G input card. In this
case the spatial model treated in the main transport routine is very
similar to that from the multigroup calculations. For a typical PWR pin
cell it is even identical. But in the case of tubular fuel the main
transport routine, in contrast to level 1, can take into account
explicitly an arbitrary number of material layers thus giving a more
exact flux shape than the multigroup calculations.

Much more interesting is the "cluster" model enabling calculations
of groups of cells composing a supercell. However, to apply properly the
cluster model for fuel assemblies or supercells a good understanding of
"smearing" and "unsmearing" procedures, is necessary. These procedures
are illustrated in Figs ЗА through 3D.

Let us assume that the calculation of a macrocell shown in Fig. ЗА
is to be carried out applying a cluster option of WIMS. The first step
of this option consists in a transformation of the 2-D rectangular
system of Fig. ЗА to an annular 1-D one of Fig. 3B. This step is usually
performed by the code user outside the code. It can also be done inside
the code if a suitable option on the ARRAY card is chosen. One should
remember, however, that the system actually treated by the code is the
annular one, and the ARRAY card options for different geometries
simplify, only the input preparation.
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Fig. ЗА. Fragment of a reactor lattice to be modeled.

Fig. 3B. Cluster geometry treated by the code.
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Fig. 3C. Smeared cluster.

Fig. 3D. Unsmeared cluster.
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The second step consists in transformation of the system from Fig.
3B into that represented by Fig. 3C. The hocnogenization of materials
appearing inside each annulus defined by the ANNULUS card is performed.
This step is done entirely inside the code without any interference of
the code user. The procedure, called in the WIMS literature "smearing",
leads to a system of concentric annul i of uniform composition for which
the few-group transport equation is solved by the DSN or PERSEUS method
with a spatial mesh defined by the MESH card specification. As a result,
a set of few-group fluxes is obtained for each group and mesh interval.

Next, the "unsmearing" process takes place, illustrated
schematically by the transformation from the system of Fig. 3C to that
of Fig. 3D. The volume of each material in each annulus is calculated.
Inside each annulus the positions are prescribed the materials in the
sequence of growing spectrum indices (Ł - 1...4). For such a system the
diffusion coefficients are calculated. In the further steps of the
"unsmearing" process only the volumes of materials in each annulus are
considered, their position in the annulus being disregarded. The
procedure consists of imposing the multigroup disadvantage factors for
each material, defined by its spectrum type, on the few-group fluxes
calculated by the transport routine and averaged over each annulus. It
should be noted that the applied disadvantage factors are distinguished
by spectrum types only. It means that if a system was defined with a
spectrum index "1" prescribed to the fuel and a. spectrum index "-1" to
the absorber, the disadvantage factor calculated for the fuel is applied
both to the fuel and to the absorber materials.

The unsmearing procedure consists of the following steps:

(i) Multigroup flux condensation to the few-group structure:

f, T.4>V* L=l,2,3,4 (15)
gCO

<ii) Few-group flux integration over mesh intervals belonging to the
same annulus:

mCH mCM

(iii) Disadvantage factor calculation:

(iv) Disadvantage factor correction for each material A* with
spectrum index |-L| arid group G:



F°
F°
к

K<L>

g "
G -
m -
M -
L -
К -

к

multigroup index,

few-group index,

mesh interval index,
annulus index,
spectrum index,
material index.

(18)

A geometry shown in Figs. ЗА and 3B can also be treated by the PIJ
option of the code, with the important difference that the smearing and
unsmearing processes are not carried out in this case, as the whole
calculation is performed in 2 dimensions {г,ф). The exact positions of
the rods and the annular layers of these rods are taken into account
explicitly in evaluating two-dimensional probabilities. Due to this the
flux levels are individually calculated for each material zone in each
rod. Thus the PIJ option is the most powerful tool for 2-D geometry
treatment in WIMS. The co-ordinate system used in this case can be seen
in Fig.4 [11].

The calculations carried out under tine PRIZE option refer to a pin
cell but with a spatial dependence in the axial direction. The
co-ordinate system for PRIZE calculations is given in Fig.5a. In Fig. 5b
aii example of realistic geometry model is shown, needed to estimate the
effect of a slight elevation of beryllium blocks, resulting from
operational considerations, in the MARIA core [12]. The solution of the
integral transport equation is carried out here over a rectangular
region with a mesh specified in the unformatted input block.

The second level of WIMS calculations gives a printout of group
diffusion constants for all materials in all annuli for few groups, one
group (averaged over the whole energy range) arid the thermal group
condensed according to specification given on the THERMAL input card.
Total group absorption, production and diffusion are also printed. All
the'above quoted results are obtain^i in an asymptotic spectrum.

At the third level of WIMS calculations a correction is introduced

for the leakage in both r, and z directions. The bucklings may be given

in input. Their critical values can also be calculated for a slab

system. The slab region introduced here is a uniform mixture of all

materials present in the system with effective macroscopic cross

sections. The group diffusion equation with transport corrected cross

sections is of the form:

13
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Fig. 4. Co-ordinates for numerical solution of integral transport
equation under PIJ option.

Fig. 5a. Co-ordinates for numerical solution of integral transport
equation under PRIZE option.
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Fig* 5b. Model of the vertical cross section of MARIA fuel channel
treated by PRIZE.

1 - Fuel element Ctubes of canned fuel and water layers}
expl ic i t ly treated in main PRIZE calculations.

2 - Layers of aluminium and water surrounding the fuel
element.

5 - Layers of aluminium and water representing the gap
between beryllium blocks.

4 - Beryllium block.
5 - Water above and below fuel and beryllium.
С - Aluminium plate above and below the beryllium block.
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(Z9 - Z 9 9
 + D

9*B2 + D9*B2 ) *$9 = £ Z9'9* * 9' +S
9 (19)

SO Г Г Z Z 8O f

g'>3

witli D = 1/(3*Z , )

lr,c«ll

If the Bl option is chosen the group equations are solved in the form:
(Zg - Z s g + B 2 /(3*a *Zg-Zgg)l * $ g =

SO Bl

= E Z g ' V + S g - |B|/(3*a *Zg-Zg9)*E Zg'g*Jg' (20)
eO f ' I g si " si

g'>g * g'>g

with B Z=B 2+B 2

r z

J g = {£ Zg'gJg'+ B2x|B| **g} / {3«a *Zg -Z 9 g ) (21)
" si • ' a si

С» = (B/Z 9) 2* {arctg(B/Zg)l / {3*{B/Zg) - 3*arctg(B/Z9))

for B2>0

a = (B/Z 9) 2* {ln[(Zg+|B|)/(Zg-|B|)J} /

/ {ln[(Zg+|B|)/(Zg-|B|)] - (2|B|/Zg)}
for B2<0

They deliver a leakage corrected spectrum and diffusion constants.
The correction for axial streaming can be also introduced at this level
under the name of ARIADNE option [2].

After leakage calculations the final results are printed,
consisting of

- diffusion constants in few and two groups.

The M0M0D option [4] allows to get diffusion and transport
constants in an arbitrary energy structure condensed from few groups.
The calculations of macroscopic fission cross sections has been also
foreseen for depletion calculations of PWRs if ICARME option has been
chosen [4]. In the WIMS-S version of the code the latter possibility has
been extended to arbitrary reactors aitd steady-state calculations.

It is also possible in WIMS to get reaction rates for chosen
elements based on the calculated spectra.

16



Oil the basis of above described space-energy calculations the
depletion calculations ai*e performed. The approach is specific for WIM3.
It has been described in Ref.13 and, for the sake of completness is
given in Appendix С of the present report.

3. ERRORS OF VTEM3D-4 APPLICATION POR THE MARIA REACTOR

The basic MARIA reactor cell at zero burnup has been chosen for the
estimation of errors introduced by WIMSD-4 approach used in multigroup
calculations, i.e., in the first level of calculations described in the
previous chapter. The geometrical configuration of the basic MARIA cell
[5-7, 12] is given in Table 1.

The material composition lias been used the same as in Refs. 5 - 7,
but taking into account the impurities existing in beryllium blocks
[12]. The fuel, canning and water temperatures have been taken as equal
to 348, 343 and 323°K/respectively.

The errors introduced by the WIMS model in multigroup calculations
are due to the lumping of fuel, can and coolant into a pin cell (cf.
Fig.2) with the radii [cm], given in Table 2.
Two effects have to be distinguished here:

- influence of the lumped fuel, can arid coolant zones
on the resonance integrals,

- influence of the spectrum calculated at level 1 with
representative geometry on few-group cross section condensation.

To investigate separately the influence of these effects, three
sets of WIM3D-4 calculations have been carried out:

(i) The "unimproved" model corresponds to the standard way of
calculations, used in e.g., Ref. 14, relying on pin cell geometry with
lumped fuel, canning and water at level 1. This geometry lias been used
to determine the heterogeneity effects in resonance calculations and to
solve the integral transport equation in C9 groups. The resulting
neutron flux has been then used to get the condensed macroscopic cross
sections to be applied in the neutron transport equations at the second
level of WIMS calculations. The calculations at the second level have
been performed in cylindrical geometry, taking into account the actual
placement of material layers and their dimensions (see Table 1) i.e. in
tubular geometry representation. Thus, at the second level of
calculations the geometry of the system considered has been distorted
only at the boundary (cylinder instead of a square), but the few- group
cross sections carried the errors from the level 1. The error from
geometry simplification in resonance integral calculations is always of
the same magnitude. The error resulting from inadequacy of spectrum used
in group condensation decreases with tine number of groups applied in the
main transport routine. In order to evaluate this effect, a series of
calculations have been performed with varying number of energy gx4oups in
the main transport routine (level 2 of WIMS calculations). The
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ANNULU3
AimJULJS
ANNULUS
ANNULUS
ANNULUS
ANNULUS
ANNULUS
ANNULUS
ANNULUS

1
2
3
4
5
G
7
8
9

0.70
0.80
1.05
1.13
1.17
1.25
1.50
1.58
1.62

representative results are given in Table 3. The spectrum based on the
input buckling has been used to obtain the 2-group cross sections
presented in all tables.

Table 1
Radii [cm] of equivalent cylindrical MARIA fuel cell.

3 - water
2 - canning
3 - water
2 - canning
1 - fuel
2 - canning
3 - water
2 - canning
1 - fuel

ANNULUS 10 1.70 2- canning
ANNULUS 11 1.95 3 - water
ANNULUS 12 2.03 2 - canning
ANNULUS 13 2.07 I * fuel
ANNULUS 14 2.15 2 - canning
ANNULUS 15 2.40 3 - water
ANNULUS 1С 2.48 2 - canning
ANNULUS 17 2.52 1 - fuel
ANNULUS 18 2.GO 2 - canning
ANNULUS 19 2.85 3 - water
ANNULUS 20 2.93 2 - canning
ANNULUS 21 2.97 1 - fuel
ANNULUS 22 3.05 2 - canning
ANNULUS 23 3.30 3 - water
ANNULUS 24 3.38 2 - canning
ANNULUS 25 3.42 1 - fuel
ANNULUS 2G 3.50 2 - canning
ANNULUS 27 3.75 3 - water
ANNULUS 28 3.95 2 - canning
ANNULUS 29 4.10 3 - water
ANNULUS 30 G.22151 4 - beryllium

ANNULUS 31 6.3155 6 - water with negative type of spectrum
ANNULUS 32 6.33447 5 - aluminium with negative type of spectrum
ANNULUS 33 7.33447 4 - beryllium

Table 2
Radii [cmj of 4 regions used in KIMSD-4 level 1 calculations.

rl = 1.045 fuel
r2 = 2.33G7 can
r3 = 3.8249 water
r4 = 7.0849 beryllium
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Table 3

Effect of the number of groups in the main transport solution
"Unimproved" first level calculations.

N.of few groups

Quantity

CO
-l,

Z *E+04 [cm ]
at

Z *E+02 [cm"1]

3

1.GG1414

2.111185

2.014306

12

1.GG6079

2.338981

2.015907

18

1.679241

2.349039

2.012116

G7

1.67G808

2.324742

2.00082

(ii) In the "improved resonance - lumped fuel" approach the resonance
absorption (for U-235 and U-233) and fission (f«-:- U-235) cross sections
are calculated for a slab geometry with fuel, can arid water layers of
thicknesses equal to those of respective annuli. The application of a
slab model for resonance calculations of MARIA tubular fuel was advised
to the author by S.M.Feinberg during the first design calculations of
this reactor, in 19G8. It was applied afterwards by Nasr [5 - 7]. The
water to fuel volume ratios have not been preserved in such
calculations. However, the values of resonance integrals depend only on

- fuel composition,
- thicknesses and nuclear properties of layers separating the
consecutive fuel plates,

arid these quantities have not been distorted in our calculation.

M. Nasr in his calculations of resonance cross sections [5-7] used
a single fuel plate corresponding to an infinite lattice of equidistant
fuel plates. However, a calculation with 12 plates seems more adequate,
as in this case the two outermost plates are treated by the code as not
having neighbours from one side, winch better represents the reality.
The results presented in Table 4 show the effect of resonance
corrections for MARIA lattice calculated with 69 energy groups in the
main transport routine of WIMS.

Table 4.

Effect of resonance corrections.

G9 groups in the main transport routine.

Resonance treatment

Quantity

oo -i,
Z *E+04 [cm ]
al

Z *E+02 [cm"1]
a2

vZ *E+3 [cm"1)

unimproved

1.676867

2.315338

2.011630

1.367132

for 1 plate for 12 plates

1.672204

3.022377

2.000401

1.422821

1.6682G6

3.810357

1.999751

1.479839
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The results of Table 4 have been obtained with accuracy of 0.00001
in iterational solution of the transport equation at the second level of
WIMSD-4 calculations in order to assure proper convergence of the
solution.

The Dancoff factor for the "uiiimproved" case is almost equal to
unity {e.g., 0.99839 in group 15), while for the inner fuel plates it is
of the order of 0.5 - 0.51 and for the outermost plate 0.54 - 0.5G,
which means about 50» probability tliat a neutron leaving one of the fuel
layers reaches another one before a collision. Tins leads to art over 50%
increase of the absorption in the resonance energy diapazone and is
equivalent to almost 0.01 in k-infinity of the whole lattice.

The examples of microscopic resonance cross sections obtained for
the unimproved model, infinite lattice of plates, and 12 plates are
given in Table 5. It is seen that the influence of geometry on values of
resonance integrals is strongly energy dependent, but the effect on
k-infinity does not exceed 0.5%.

In order to facilitate the use of the code for bumup of tubular
fuel elements a new version of WIM3D-4 has been developed named WIMS-T
(WIMS-Tubular). In this version the two additional input cards are
necessary describing the geometry of the system of plates for which the
resonance calculation is to be carried out:

NTUBE n, - the number of equivalent plates
RTUBE dl d2 d3 f - the widths of fuel, can and coolant

and the fraction of outer surface

Table 5,
Resonance microscopic cross sections in chosen groups.

Case
Quantity
a for U-235a
a for U-235

a for U-238
a

a for U-235
a

a for U-235

a for U-238
a

a for U-235
a

a for U-235

a for U-238
a

unimproved

4.91185

9.60450

0.84403

15.8807

28.4151

2.5508G

G8.3GG3

9G.1812

33. HOG

1 plate

4.89013

9.5G258

0.85G37

1С.0497

28.G990

3.01700

8G.G201

119.298

97.4103

12 plates

4.88847

9.55931

0.8559G

15.9997

28.Gill

2.990G3

83.3883

115.052

85.2219

Group

15

20

25
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(iii) The "plate spectrum" approach has been realized using special
options of the WIMSD-4 code. Under this approach the G9-group spectrum
calculated for the 12 plates system has been used to perform energy
group condensation of macroscopic cross sections. This has been made
using two different approaches.

The first approach consisted of two runs utilizing options CARDS
and HP3. In tiie first run of the code a set of macroscopic cross
sections was produced for 12-plate geometry and next introduced as input
into the second WIM3 run with geometry data corresponding to the actual
annular geometry.

The second approach required also two separate runs of the code. In
the first run the C9 group spectra for the basic 3 materials were
produced in 12 plates slab geometry and then read as input under the
ODDS option in the second run for the annular geometry. The main
difference with the first approach consisted in the fact that here not
only macroscopic cross sections but also flux disadvantage factors were
based on the preliminary run in slab geometry. This is important when
the cluster calculations with smearing are applied, as in this case the
disadvantage factors are needed. Besides, in the second approach one
must remember that to create correct sets of few group macroscopic cross
sections the resonance cross sections must be read under RE3XSEC option
while for the CARDS - HPS options it is not necessary. The "plate
spectrum" approach has been used in our basic tests, in parallel to the
"lumped materials" one. The comparison of the two approaches is given in
the next chapter.

In case of pin cell calculations of tubular fuel, the geometry
treated at the level 2 is very close to reality. However, in pr-aetical
calculations, if some irregularity of the core has to be analyzed, there
is a need to carry out calculations in the cluster representation. In
this case one has to remember about the smearing - unsmearing procedure
described in the previous chapter. Following Eqs. (15-18) this procedure
implies prescription of the disadvantage factors calculated at
multigroup level to all materials which have been smeared under the
cluster option. Thus, if the multigroup spectrum of Eq. (15) is
erroneous, its error is transmitted to the final neutron flux of Eq.
(18) and resulting numbers. The options PIJ arid PRIZE do not use the
unsmearing procedure and hence can be applied for sets of MARIA fuel
cells. This can be illustrated by the results [12], shown in Table G,
referring to an infinite lattice of MARIA cells, represented by 1 or 9
cells with white boundary conditions! treated with all the basic WIMSD-4
options. To keep the consistency of results the same set of resonance
cross sections and number of energy groups (30) in main transport
calculations have been used in all these calculations.
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Table G

Infinite multiplication factors for an infinite lattice

calculated by different WIMSD-4 models.

Geometry WIM3 option к
oo

1 elem. cell (r) CELL 6, SEQUENCE 1, S4 1.631G95
1 elem. cell (r) CELL G, SEQUENCE 1, S3 1.679149,
1 elem. cell (r) CELL 6, SEQUENCE 1, S1G 1.676711
1 elem. cell (r) CELL 6, SEQUENCE 2, PERSEUS 1.GG4194
1 elem. cell (r,z) CELL 5, SEQUENCE 2, PRIZE 1.677454
9 elem. cells (r,$) CELL 7, SEQUENCE 4, PIJ 1.G7G308
9 elem. cells (r) CELL 7, SEQUENCE 2, PERSEUS 1.274254

The various possibilities of leakage calculations carried out on
the third level of WIMS execution were studied with reference to MARIA
reactor by Nasr [5]. There is no need to repeat them and, thus we shall
keep his conclusions that, with the present WIMSD-4 library, where there
is no PI scattering matrix for beryllium» the calculations of MARIA
lattice should be carried out with leakage obtained from the transport
corrected diffusion solution. We adopt also the conclusion from Ref.5
about calculating the diffusion coefficients by the Ariadne method
taking into account the axial channels existing in the reactor core.

4. CHOICE OF OVLCULATIONAL MODELS AND PARAMETERS

It has been shown that the main difficulty in propermcdelling of
MARIA lattice by WIMSD-4 comes from the fact that the code is not
designed for a tubular fuel. It has been also shown that there are two
adverse implications of that fact:

(i) errors in calculations of resonance integrals, leading to
erroneous absorption and fission microscopic cross sections in the
resonance energy diapazone,

(ii) inadequate geometry in 69-group flux solution leading to cross
section condensation over a wrong spectrum and erroneous
disadvantage factors applied in CLUSTER option calculations under
SEQUENCE 1 and SEQUENCE 2 options.

The practical remedy for the first defficiency of the code is to
apply resonance integrals calculated for a slab geometry. The estimation
of the error introduced by slab approach was not possible because of the
lack of the equivalence theory formulas for a tubular system. From the
physical insight into the phenomena it can be said only that the slab
system caii be considered as very close to the tubular one from the point
of view of spatial heterogeneity behaviour and that the system with 12
plates is more appi'opriate because in tubular fuel the last ring of fuel
lms no outer neighbours.
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In the case of the error of the second origin we are in a much
better situation as we are able to estimate it by performing the main
transport calculations in a full multigroup scheme, i.e., with. NGRQUP
G9, CELL 5 option. Such results have been given in Table 4 and those
with resonance integrals calculated for 12 plates can be treated as
reference. In Table 7 results of a calculation with a multigroup
spectrum taken from the slab case is compared with that using multigroup
spectrum for "lumped materials". In the main transport routine G3 groups
are used as the option with input multigroup spectra does not work for
G9 groups. Tile resonance roicrogroup cross sections have been applied
from the slab case. The k-infinity values with input bucklings and
chosen fast and thermal cross sections are quoted as obtained using
diffusion transport corrected leakage treatment presented in Table 7
show a negligible difference of results for the two cases. The tolerance
in iterational solution of transport equation Ivas been taken equal to
0.00001 and the PERSEUS solution of the integral transport equation by
collision probabilities has been employed in our tests to keep
consistency with the PIJ and PRIZE options where that solution is
applied by the code automatically.

Table 7
Results of G8-group calculations

based on "lumped materials" and 12 plates spectra
with resonances for from 12 plates.

Spectrum type
Quantity "lumped materials" 12 plates
к 1.GG9830 1.GG9741
ф

Z *E+04 [cm"1] 3.G65930 3.G71052
a

Z «E+02 [cm"1) 1.99935G 1.999235
a

pZ *E+03 [cm"1] 1.479408 1.480005
vZJ;h*E+02 [cm"1] 3.223983 3.222840

It is evident that the difference in k-infinity values is below
0.0001 while the cross sections agree to 3 digits. The difference with
the reference results from Table 4 are already larger as they exceed
0.1% in k-infinity and reach almost 5% in fast absorption cross section
of the lattice. The latter effect is caused by removing only one gi-oup
in main transport calculations and shows that the reduction of main
transport groups has to be carried out with great care. Thus, a set of
calculations has been carried out to find the group structure for the
main transport routine which keeps a sufficient accuracy and includes
the minimum possible number of groups. Selected results of the tests are
presented in Tables 8 a,b.
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Table 8a

Comparison of the effect of group condensation

based on "lumped materials" and 12 plates multigroup spectra.

Case excluding grs. 9 & 11 grs. 24-44 collapsed into 1
Quantity "lumped m." plates "lumped m." plates

к 1.GC83 1.GG82 1.GG93 1.G63Q
Op

Z [cm"1] 3.810E-04 3.312E-04 3.531E-04 3.802E-04
a

Zlh[cnf*] 2.000E-02 1.999E-02 2.000E-02 1.997E-02
a

f 1 1.475E-03 1.430E-03 1.452E-03 1.479E-03

^ ] 3.224E-02 3.223E-02 3.224E-02 3.219E-02

During these test calculations two basic facts have been
established:

(i) The improvement caused by input slab multigroup spectrum is rather
low and does not give' much help in the reduction of the number of
groups (cf. Table 8a). It can be noticed in the case when 21 groups
are condensed in one.

(ii) The reduction in the uppermost (fast) and the lowest (thermal)
energy regions leads to much larger errors than the group
condensation in the intermediate region.

Table 8b.
Comparison of the effect of group condensation

based on "lumped materials" spectrum.

Case
Quantity

к
Z [cm ]
a_ih r -i,Z [cm ]
_f r -i .
uTf [cm ]
_th . - 1 ,

i>Z [cm ]

Ref. case
all G9 gr.

1.GG33

3.810E-04

2.000E-02

1.480E-03

3.224E-02

1? fast
all thermal

1.GG34

*3.750E-04

2.001E-02

1.472E-03

3.225E-02

17 fast
13 thermal

1.GG32

3.7ME-04

2.005E-02

1.472E-03

3.233E-02

Error of
30 gr. set

O.OX

-2.GX

0.3X

-0.5X

0.3X

All comparisons of results concerning group collapsing have been
carried out using transport corrected diffusion option (cf. Eq.(19))
with input geometrical bueklings and 2-group cross sections calculated
with input bucklings. Besides, a comparison has been performed of
results obtained using Bl option (cf. Eq.(20)) and ARIADNE option
(diffusion constants taking into account the streaming of neutrons in
axial direction (see e.g. Ref.2)). The differences obtained under these
3 options caii be examined in Table 9.
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Table 9.

Results obtained from diffusion, Bl, and Ariadne solutions.
"Lumped materials" spectrum, G9 groups.

Option

Quantity

к
00Z f [cm"1]
a.

Z t h [cm"1!
Q

uZ [cm"1]
_th . -i.

Ł»Zf [cm ]

Witliout

Diffusion

1.GG83

3.810E-04

2.000E-02

1.480E-03

3.224E-02

Ariadne

Bl

1.6G90

3.7G2E-04

1.999E-02

1.47GE-03

3.222E-02

With Ariadne

Diffusion

1.G691

3.722E-04

2.000E-02

1.478E-03

3.224E-02

Bl

1.6700

3.CG9E-04

1.999E-02

1.474E-03

3.223E-02

The differences in k-infinity calculated with various leakage
treatmens reach 1 mk and seem to be stronger between diffusion and Bl
solution than with and without axial streaming correction. The strongest
effect is observed in fast absorption cross section for diffusion and Bl
solutions where it reaches 5% while the other cross sections are
practically not affected.

The detailed tests have lead to the following group structure
recommended for MARIA lattice calculations:

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 20, 23, 25, 27, 35, 43, 45
47, 49, 51, 55, 57, 59, 61, 63, 65, G6, 67, G8, G9 (22)

i.e. 30 groups for main transport routine calculations. The results
obtained with this group structure are given in Table 10.

Table 10.
Results for the chosen 30 main transport groups.

"Lumped materials" multigroup spectrum.

Option

Quantity

к
CO

zl Ian"1]
Z Ł h [cm"1]

vZ. [cm ]

Without
Diffusion

l.GGGO

3.824E-04

1.999E-02

3.222E-02

Ariadne
Bl

1.G751

3.G24E-04

1.999E-02

3.222E-02

With
Diffusion

1.G759

3.825E-04

1.998E-02

3.221E-02

Ariadne
i Bl

1.G78G

3.627E-04

1.998E-02

3.222E-02

Comparing results from Table 10 with those from Table 9 we see that
for the standard leakage option the k-infinity value from 30 group
calculations stays in agreement with the reference value from 69 group
calculations. In fast absorption the difference does not exceed 3%,
which is by some'authors considered as an acceptable tolerance. For
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other cross sections the inaccuracy caused by group condensation to the

proposed 30-group scheme can be considered negligible.
A much worse agreement is observed for other leakage options. The

usage of ARIADNE diffusion coefficients causes an error of group
reduction in k-infinity equal to 0.5% and for Bl flux solution with
ARIADNE diffusion coefficients this error is even greater reaching O.G%.

The errors in absorption and fission cross sections do not depend so
strongly on the leakage option. The error in fast absorption is even
lower than for the standard option, not exceeding 2%.

5. CONCLUSIONS

»

Two new versions of the WIM3D-4 code have been developed for the
CONVEX computer: The first one, working under the name VHMS-S, includes
modifications facilitating the code usage for MARIA reactor lattice
which can be divided into two groups:

(i) Additional informative printouts have been introduced in case of
input errors in the PIJ module of the code.

(ii) Changes have been introduced to make the ICARME option work in
case of an arbitrary reactor. The original option designed in
Spain [4] had assumed a coolant composition typical for PWRs, and
a fuel composition undergoing burnup i.e., the presence of 5
isotopes:

hydrogen, oxygen, soluble boron, xenon, samarium,
had been obligatory. As under this option macroscopic cross
sections are produced in an arbitrary group scheme, the removal of
the unconvenient assumption was necessary.

During the work on the above modifications several errors existing
in the WIM3D-4 version currently distributed by the NEA Data Bank have
been removed.

The second version of the code, WIMS-T, lias included changes
extending WIMS-S to bumup calculations of the MARIA reactor lattice.
Both versions keep all the possibilities of the original WIMSD-4 code.

The recommendations for MARIA reactor fuel lattice calculations

have been established:

(i) The resonance cross sections have to be obtained from slab
calculations of equivalent fuel plates with material composition
of MARIA reactor arid layer thicknesses equal to those of
corresponding tubes.

(ii) The erroneous geometry used by the code in the multigroup spectra
calculations has to be corrected by applying an increased number
of groups in the main transport equation; a choice of the groups
has been proposed in Chapter 4, Eq.(22).

(iii) The options using disadvantage factors calculated in multigroup
spectra calculation module are forbidden as leading to erroneous
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results. If a need arises of calculations of a cluster of fuel
elements only the PIJ option should be used.

(iv) In pin cell calculations, the solution by collision probability
method (PERSEUS) should be used to ensure compatibility with PIJ
arid PRIZE options. ,.

(v) All the leakage options are allowed and the discrepancies of
results obtained by these options are given in Table 10. After
Ref.S the diagonal transport corrected solution with Ariadne
diffusion coefficients can be advised.
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APPENDIX A

MODIFICATIONS INTRODUCED INTO THE CONVEX VERSION OF WIMSD-4 (WIM3-S)
LABELED BY CTER IN THE CODE

Subrout- Lines or
ine place

ATHES3 1 - 1 1

Change

PB and AL changed for local variables with
dimension 300. Previously they were passed as
arguments from calling subroutine UNSMER where
they were not declared what caused errors in
specific cases.

COLAPS 60 - Cl

EIGHT

FIVE

CALL SFFORT(3) changed to:
CALL TAPWRA(3,1,1,1,G). SUBROUTINE SFFORT lias 2
arguments. Noninitialized second argument caused
an error.

after lbl 412 If the last entry on MOMDD card was greater than
the total no of output r-egions, code execution
was suspended. Now, in this case the averaging
procedure is performed up to the last output
region and a suitable information is written.
The READ(ILL) statement has been changed twice
to allow reading for less than 5 data blocks
under the ICARME=1 option.
Before the option was not working unless all the
5 elements with ID: 2001,16,1010, 135, 149 were
present. For the same reason all divisions have
been coded excluding divisions by zero. Now if
not all the above listed isotopes are present
the option ICARME=1 is still working giving
macroscopic fission cross sections on the output
file, on unit 8 and 19. However, the library on
unitl4 gets zero values and cannot be used.

210 - 214 Additional print has been coded to give
426 - 431 information about the error character if the

program execution is stopped in PIJ without
comment. The information appears independently
of the value on SUPPRESS card.

557,559,563 The error messages concerning PIJ input data
were given on the output file only under the
value zero on the SUPPRESS card. Now they are
given always (IPRINT changed to 6).

458 - 459 Under PIJ option an error appeared caused by
taking a value outside array bounds if a
negative index of spectrum was chosen to
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LEFFE DIMENSION

determine the position of material in an
auxiliary matrix. The error is removed.
READ(IO) is changed to enable reading for less
than 5 data blocks under the ICARME=1 option.
Before the option was not working unless all the
5 elements with ID: 2001, 1G, 1010, 135, 149
were present.

DOUBLE PRECISION removed as on CONVEX it was
giving erroneous results due to calls for SINGLE
PRECISION routines.

PRELUD DIMENSION Changed to extend the computer memory
for calculations.

available

UNSMER C3

154 - 155

269 - 270

LABEL 10

WVAX1 INTRODUCTORY
COMMENTS

1G-13
40-41

WAX1

CHAIN

Added 1 line: DIMENSION GEE(KBSAVE.KBSAVE) GEE
is used in line 154 as an argument and was
passed as an argument of UNSMER without
dimensioning.
Arguments PB,PB have been removed from CALL
ATHES3. These arguments were not declared and
not needed in UNSMER. Their presence caused an
error in specific cases.

A statement: IF(NPLATE.LE.O) has been added
before: DUM = PI * DUM to enable CLUSTER
calculations for PLATE geometry option.

Tlie error messages concerning PIJ input data
were given in the output file only under the
value zero on the SUPPRESS card.
Now they are given always (IPRINT changed to 6).

A remark about presently described changes
has been introduced.

Change of the COMMON IQ dimensioning.
Change of LOG value giving IQ dimensions.

Change of IQ dimensions.
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APPENDIX В
DEFINITION OF a AND ft FUNCTIONS USED IN WIMSD-4

a =

witłi у* -
I»

where D is the Dancoff factor given in WIMSD-4 input or calculated by
Ti

the code. Index n=l correspotxls to the Dancoff factor for fuel pins
internal in the fuel cluster, n=2 to that for fuel pins from the
outermost cluster ring.

NRCO NREO
) }

1

&'Y

l-D
n

—

4

1

(i = { n U - o . n / i n (1-е. .) }.

where G.. is a probability that a neutron escaping from region i will

suffer a collision in region J.
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APPENDIX С
BURNUP CALCULATIONS IK WIMSD-4

General description of the information flow.

Tiie bumup calculations are realized by the WIMSD-4 code in
the module CHAIN 12 and are initiated by a POWERC input card. A single
call of the code causes always one full lattice calculation and burnup
calculation based on: ,
- microscopic effective cross sections obtained in the multigroup
calculation (level 1 in Fig.l),

- few-group fluxes calculated by the .-гп transport routine (levels 2
• and 3 in Fig.l).
This lias been indicated in Fig.C.I by respective arrows.

Иге analysis of a fuel cycle requires in realistic cases
several repetitions of the full spectrum calculations due to spectral
clianges involved by the burnup process. This can be realized in WIM3D-4
as a multiple case, i.e. a new POWERC input card roust be activated after
the first case calculation is finished. The second full calculation is
then performed using the new isotope number densities and it can be
repeated as many times as required by the user.

Each call of the buroup routine causes the following main
steps, shown schematically in Fig.l, which are executed after the full
spectrum calculation lias been accomplished:

(i) preparation of effective microscopic cross sections in few
groups on the basis of the code library and disadvantage factors
taken from multigroup calculations,

(ii) preparation of macroscopic cross sections with fission and
absorption cross sections corrected for the few-group spectrum.

(iii) solution of a few-group diffusion equation in a spatially
uniform medium,

(iv) flux normalization to the r-equired power (or flux) level,
(v) integration of bumup equations for all isotopes.

The point (i) is performed only once while points (ii) through
(v) are specified the number of times equal to the number of burnup
steps required on the POWERC card. In each "tiny" step in (ii) through
(v) new number densities calculated in (v) are used to define
macroscopic absorption and fission cross sections in (ii). This
improvement allowsfor longer basic bumup steps in which the multigroup
spectra are recalculated.



integration of
burnup eqs. |Cv3|

Fig. 1. С Simplified diagram of burnup calculations.
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Preparation of quantities needed for burnup calculations

The WIMS buraup module consists of two subnodules called CHH12
and CHN21. The main purpose of CHN12 consists in preparation of
quantities needed to perform bumup calculations which are realized in
CHN21. Thus, CHN12 starts from reading the microscopic cross sections,
Cf. with i denoting the isotope index, g -group index, x - cross section

type and о the library tape values, from the library (TAPE 2) under the
program name KTXS. The multigroup fluxes are read from the scratch unit
3 under the name RPHIR, for 3 or 4 regions of the representative cell.
These fluxes are then normalized over the few-group energy structure
accoixling to the formula:

*>, " ( C D
9l \

where .
1 - region index (type of the spectrum from the MATERIAL card),
g - group index in the 69-group scheme,
G - group index in the few-group scheme.

The resulting fluxes are used to generate effective
microscopic cross sections in a few-group scheme:

° • s E c*> . * ОГ * V > (C.2)
Oim w el ig z(m)

g€Q * 3

wliere zCnO - zone with material m,
i - type of the spectrum of the material да,
x - type of cross section: absorption or fission,
0 - index for library values.

Then the resonance corrections are imposed on cross sections
(RSIGA, RSIPG, RNU), taken from the scratch unit 3 and calculated in
CHAIN 3. In case of input option DIFFERENTIAL d, d>0, instead of
multigroup fluxes the disadvantage factors calculated for cluster annuli
in the subroutine HFS in CHAIN 4 under the name HYPHI are used. They are
normalized by a formula similar to (C.I).

The few-group fluxes calculated in the main transport routine
(RPHI) are also read from the scratch unit arid averaged over material
volumes.

E («I *v, )
O.m z(m>

m€z
$ T = (C.3)
ал

Z v
T

where f is the flux calculated in tine main transport routine.
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Under the cluster option the subroutine PPEAK is called and
maximum power densities in cluster are calculated:

(V *-ST * VM* о *.* VJJ
z<) G,z(m) *"l i,m a,i,m \.

(C.4)

m o i z<m>.O - °Л™ EŁ ^-^"Л^ ^

where m - index of a material undergoing Ьшлгир,
G - index of energy group in a few-group scheme,
i - isotope index,

• z - zone index,
V - volume

N - annulus index,
a - microscopic cross section,
f --fission index,
Y - fission yield energy.

Basic bumup calculations.

The submodule CHN21 is entered if INDQ^O on the POWERC input
card. Its execution starts with reading scattering cross sections
(RSIGCS) calculated in the main transport routine for each group. The
cxxiss sections are integrated over the flux and zone volume and divided
by the total flux to get average cross sections for a cell (macrocell).
These cross sections are not modified during bumup calculations
belonging to one long step.

The following burnup calculations are carried out in a loop
over short burnup steps and consist of the following steps:

POISON option.

The first step is executed only under the POISON option. It
consists of art additional solution of the transport equation by a
collision probability method carried out for a subsystem consisting of a
number of regions defined by the POISON card. These regions should cover
the burnable poison pin {usually divided into a set of annul i) with its
canning and coolant surrounded by a fuel paste. It is assumed that the
flux in the paste subregion is invariant from one homogemneous flux
solution to the next. Tins is a simplifying assumption allowing to treat
the term with the paste flux as a constant source in the equation. The
collision probability equation solved here has been described in Ref .4
distributed together with WIMSD-4 by NEA Data Bank and for that reason
there is no need to<repeat it here.



Preparation of macroscopic cross sections

The macroscopic absorption and production cross sections

<R3IGCA,RNU3IG) are recalculated in each short step using the last

isotopic densities, N (program name: RN):
i.m

r <v * $ П " Ч Е CN * <УХ . э>
" z a,z i.m a.i.m

I* = ± h=S (C.5)
a E cv Ф#П"Ь

z a,z
z

where x - denotes the type of cross section: absorption or production,
n - number of the current bumup short step,

$. for n=l,

J 2

0 for n> 1.

(CO)

This step is realized in subroutine WIMSB1. H\e total flux (RPHIC) is
calculated as:

• § c = £ V § n - 1 / V (C.7)
a ** г a,z с

z
x-rtiere У * Г V determines t h e t o t a l volume.

с ш z
z

Solution over the homogenized system..

The few-group diffusion equations for a homogeneous medium
with cross sections calculated in (ii) (absorption and production) and

taken from the main transport routine (scattering) is solved in each
short bumup step. The form of equation, solved in subroutine WIMSB2, is
following:

I O h ^ U E a + D
h*o о о о

(C.8)

wiiere not primed quantities are constant coefficients of .the equation
while those with primes denote the control quantities: Z. - describes

г* J

the control by soluble poison, В - describes control by geometrical
buckling. The eigenvalue X is calculated in the presence of 3-rd and
4-th entris on the input BUCKLING card in the,second section of input
data. Their sura is denoted in Eq.(C3) by В , while the first two
entries from this card determine the given buckling В .
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Equation (С.8) can be also written in the matrix form:

С A + \*B)*0r> = Cp + \*p':»*x*CF*0n> (CSa)

where: A consists of absorption, leakage and scattering!
В consists of the term modifying the neutron balance for к =1,

X is the fission spectrum,
F*0 is a fission source which can be normalized to an arbitrary

value.
The algorithm applied to solve Eq.(C.8a) assumes the fission

source normalized to unity. In the search for к matrix В is equal to

zero, p-Q, p'-l and the eigenvalue is the reciprocal of к . In the

present program realization the field foreseen for the array £* under

the name RSIGSP(I.J), I^J, has zero values imposed in CHN12 and is not
modified afterwards. This means that the option for control poison
search is not working although the whole algoritlun would be working in
its presence. The control search is available only for the buckling and
it has been used as a standard option in bumup calculations by many
code users.

For к search in the n-th burnup step we have:

£ ^ (C.9)

Assuming the normalization: F*<£ =IE1, where (El - a unity matrix we get:

or (CIO)

Multiplying both sides by F

arid defining A *£ = Ф п we obtain:

or
X = 1/CF*/*) (СП)

Hence

Ktt = F**" (СЛ2)

The inversion of matrix A is carried out directly for groups without
upscatteriiig and by subroutine MATINV for those with upscattering. In
case of B*0, p-\, p'-0, the iterational solution for the eigenvalue is
carried out. The number of iterations is limited to 15.

The flux Ф П from Ес-.(СЛ2) differs from that from Ба.(С.З) by
a constant factor which is irrelevant as it is anyway normalized to the
total flux from Eq. (C.7) and then multiplied by the flux from Eq.(C3):
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_n
n = en~l * — . (с. 13)
G.z G.z $ c

О

For n=0, ©° = Ф Т from Eq.(C3).
a.z a.z

Then the fission macroscopic cross sections are printed for
materials undergoing burnup arid for the whole cell (inacrocell) together
with few and two-group fluxes. They are based on fluxes calculated by
Eq.(C13) and cross sections:

NNF
Z n = V * §n * Г С N * о ) (С. 14)
m,G z€m O,z€m im Oim

•i

The cell quantities are obtained through summation over zones,
z, and the two-group values over the repective groups. The fluxes are
integrated over the cell volume. The fission products (XFISP)are also
calculated:

r) (Г (N *o. * Y)) (C.15)

O.z,m

Flux nomializatiun

The flux normalization to a given power level is carried out
in subroutine KIMSB3. First the fission reaction rate is calculated:

L [L I z<m) i,m/, iGm O,z(m)
ł. m G

wliere f is a iKiitnalization factor taken from the previous iteration,
and for that reason is defined below.

The mean energy is calculated as

V • N * £ ft/ «$n Л1
z(tn> im Gim G,z<m> • ,

G -I J
t
m

(C.17)

Я2 * 0.G025 * l .G'10"* 3

where £ : - energy release per fission for isotofje i

given in Table 2.7.
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The formula (С. 17) is a modification introduced to WIMSD-4 by
Aragones and Almert [11] wliich assumes the energy release per fission in
MeV/fission. Thus, to make use of library data given in Table 2.7 a
change of units was needed. It can be noted that Eq.(C17) utilizes the
conversion coefficients with a lower accuracy titan that usually
applied: the Avogadro number, AA = G.023« 10Z* and leV = 1.60206* 10"*P

joules.

Isotope

U - 235

U - 233

Pu- 239

Pu- 241

Library ID

235

233,2238

239,1239,3239

241 i

Table

Energy

0.191

0.183

0.199

0.194

2.7,

release per fission [j/mole*

io- 1 0

10"*°

w" 1 0

w" 1 0

lO"24]

The isotopic content of fissionable material in the fresh fuel
is defined as a number of grains of fissionable isotopes in the heigt of
lcm of th'e cell or macroeell considered multiplied by the Avogadro
number. It can be:

(A) calculated at the first entry into the code according to the
formula:

a =
m

z<m> [N *Al\J (CIS)

where i - isotope index,
A- atomic number of isotope i read from the library;

(B) if the input card FUEL -1 is present, the value of a is
calculated from Eq.(C13) in each turnup step using the actual number
densities;

(C) if an input card FUEL a, a>0 is present, this value of a is
used instead of the calculated саге.

In cases (A) and (C) the value of a is printed under the name
INITIAL INVENTORY. In any case the value a is used to get the flux
level. For that purpose the power in the n-th burnup step , P , is
calculated on the basis of actual number densities, N. , and fluxes

ФO,z(m>

i m

V *N. V
z<m> vm

O

(О.
i.O.n» ФП i

O,z<m>
/a (C.19)

Hence the normalization factor, f, is obtained as
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Л 1 г (С.20)
n
Р

This factor is used in the next bumup step to normalize the neutron
flux in Eq.(C.lG).

If Иге user chooses RQ*1 on the FOWERC card the calculation of
factor /" follows different formulas dependeing on the chosen option. In
that case the quantity a from Eq. (C.18) enters directly the calculated
power but has no influence on other quantities. With RQ=1 the /* factor
is used to renormalize the neutron flux in groups and zones, ф ,and

OZ
reaction rates:

0°

It should be emphazised that the print of above described
quantities, takes place after integration of burnup equations and, tlius,
the printed values of flux, reaction rate etc. appearing after the
printed isotopic number densities corx^espond to number densities from
the previous burnup step.

Integration of bumup equations

In subroutine WIMSB4 integration of burnup equations for each
material m arid isotope i takes place:

dW.
z\.N.ĄN. +Z[6(i,j (ЮУЖ..СК1 +

a t i i i i *1c i k v k k
(C.22)

*1c 2 k i k k 1 ( k i k k

wî ere \ - decay constant of nuclide i,
i

4 /C ,F - absorption! capture and fission reaction rates
i i i

of nuclide i,
A =Q + F. ,

Y - yield of fission product i from fission of nuclide k,

OL ,fi - production fractions, equal unity for a nuclide к
ki ki

with a single capture or decay product,

of isotope k,6Ci,i <kO, óCiJ ,<k>) - delta functions,

j <k>. j <k> - identifiers of all products from k,

the ódtJ) indicates that the contribution occurs

when J-i-
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Tlie program realization of Eq.(C22) leads to the reduction in
the number of constants. The program utilizes the following variables:

RL(I) - decay constants with auxiliary array NJ2(I),
RFRAC(I) - capture constants with auxiliary array NJ1(I),
RAFP(L.J)- I'..

The algorithm applied in WIMSB4 can be described by tiie
following formulas:

* © I-
x. ,O,m a,z<m>J

10"Z*

n _

RF=fe Г a © • 10"24;
C"! *~ i,G,m O,z<m>J

(C.23)

4€m О

RCC = RAA - RF <C.23a)

Here 6 denotes he neutron flux in t te group G arid zone z in which
o.z<m>

there is material и with the isotope i defined in Eq.(C21).
Equation (C.22) is written in tlić fora:

- - -{К. +A Ж <t) + У q\ <tm (t)=) qt (tm (t) (C.24)
t v t L vk к L ik кJc кd t

The trapezoidal integration is applied to get new isotopic number
densities:

N (t + ÓŁJ - Л' (t) + 6t Tq, (Ш (t) (C.25)
i г *"• ik кк

Number densities are kept in the program in the array RW(I,J) and the
last term of Eq.(C.25) in the array RNEWN(I).

Equation (C.25) is solved for X <X , wt\ei<e \ (pix*gram name
v О О

RMAXL) i s a limiting constant below which the isotope is considered in
equilibrium. The X is put in WIMSD-4 equal to 10 ~*sec , corresponding

to a minimum half-life of about 19 hours. This leads to equilibrium
xenon approximation. If X >X the assumption diV/dfcO is done and

to i
Eq.(C.25) i s reduced to

N rt*5t;=N (t) + £ q (t)N (t) / (K +A ) (C.25a)
к



The integration step 6t (RDTAU) is chosen and varied
automatically in the program to keep a required accuracy of integration:

6tsaaxi*^- . (C.2G)

max.•Ą
]

with maximum is taken over isotopes with \ <K .
v О

The constants т (RMAXDT) and 6 tmin have fixed values in the code equal
to 0.05 and lOOOsecs, respectively. It assures an isotopic change not
exceeding 5% in one integration step. Shortes integration steps are
applied only if the initial isotope number density is equal to zero. A
change in the т value can be done through the fifth entry on the PQWERC
card. '

After integration the number of integration steps is printed
as AA(JYY) followed by the new number densities and a set of global
parameters. Of those only RTIMB and RIRRAD are calculated after
integration of Eq. (C.24) and the others have been obtained before the
integration, at the end of subroutine WIMSB3.

After the last burnup step has been executed the subroutine
INGRES is entered where the calculation and print of the isotopic
contents take place. Tlie weight content is calculated by the formula:

W z\ N. V — — • 102* • Ą (C.27)
im £ im z(m> .A t

where W - is defined in grams per lcm of height,
im

A - atomtc mass of isotope i (RIND(D),

N - Avogadro number.

Additional options

A f ir-st nonzero entry on the ODDS input card causes a
calculation and print of 2-group microscopic effective cross sections
о and a and 2-group fluxes. They are also called "Tobias" output.
л i

The presence of a card ALPHA causes a calculation of a
selfshielding correction for Pu-240. The Kushneriuk method has been

(12)

applied where the resonance shielding factor x is estimated on the

basis of a single resonance at 1.0C eV:
i со oo

у = -4- S X *N (x)dxS аа (E)*x (E,x)dE / f аа (E)dE (C.28)
R is Pu ' Pu

Pu О О О



0< л- <1 - radial position in a rod,
X (E,x) - flux depression factor at energy E, and position x due to the
resonance absorption.
This complicated function has been reduced by Kushneriuk to

4 * 1
where « = -3- « ^ ^ **»<-%§> [l - erf (1/1(26))] (C.29)

Resonance parameters of Pu-240 give:
a - 1.7030 E05
О

в = 0.00139 * T
where T is a mean fuel temperature.

The WIMS algorithm realizes the above outlined algorithm
introducing a correction into the microscopic cross section

П.0+ос*ЛЬ
N )=<y(N )t (C.30)
2 4 0 ° U.OłoW

2*0

vdiere N is tlie Pu-240 atom density at the last lattice calculation in a
о

particular burnable material, and N is its current value.

In subroutine КШ5В4 the correction is applied in the fora:

6.V s
24О f_

a&»z

a *
O,24O,m

en no' 2 4

O,z(m>
* 1.0 - * N

24O,m

240 J

(C.31)

and a is calculated in CHN12 as it is independent of bumup. The
calculation of a from Eq.(C.29) is realized with the term rto
substituted by

1.7725 * r * r/[(i\ f*(l+r, *0*C)J (C.32)
f+c f f+e f+c

where г - radius of fuel + coolant generated by summation over
f+c

materials with spectrum type 1 and 3,
г - fuel radius obtained through summation over materials

with spectrum type 1,

аас = Г(20 * N *V + 3,4 * N * V )/V
*-* H Z(H> D Z(D> Z(H+D>
Z

where И and D are indices of hydrogen and deuterium.
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The correction is not applied in materials specified by the
POISON card which lias not been mentioned in any known description of
these two options.

If HPS card i s used the flux normalization of Eq. (C12) i s not
carried out and information i s printed:

HPS OPTION USED - BURNUP IN K-INFINITY SPECTRUM,

Final remarks

The procedure applied in WIMS bumup calculations implies
several consequences important for the code user:
- The so called "#£ priixted in Chain 12 is obtained in (iii),prior to

the integration of bumup equations (v) and thus corresponds to the
system before the current burnup step. This "k " is really a

k-infinity of the system unless a special option BUCKLING is
applied.

- The global parameters: average fission energy, fission rate, total
flux, and flux in a chosen group although printed after new number
densities for isotopes, have been calculated from data taken prior
to realization of point (v) and correspond to the system status of
the previous burnup step.

- The value printed as INITIAL INVENTORY gives the amount (in grams)
of fissionable isotopes in cell (roacrocell), lcm high, multiplied by
the Avpgadro number divided by the factor 10 Z 4 (i.e. O.C023 ) and
divided by n.

- Looking at the calculational sequence (i) - (v) it is easy to guess
that one additional repetition of the full spectrum calculation,
i.e. one additional POWERC card, is needed to get the printout from
the main transport routine with results based on isotopic
concentration corresponding to the last bumup step.

- xenon is always calculated as stationary.
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